The Top 10 Ways That Water Privatization Costs the Public

Our country’s valuable water resources must stay in public hands to protect taxpayers and consumers. Sadly, in these tough economic times, many cities and towns are struggling to keep up with the escalating costs of rejuvenating their aging water systems. The federal support that once helped sustain our nation’s vital water infrastructure has all but washed away, and an extensive credit crunch threatens state and municipal budgets.

Confronted with these hard realities, certain public officials have attempted to abdicate their responsibility by transferring control of water and sewer utilities to the private sector. This practice is unaccountable and damaging to communities. When multinational water corporations take over the ownership, operation or management of water systems, costs grow and households must pay much more, if not through their water bills then through damage to the environment.

The research shows 10 main ways that private control of our public water resources costs the public:

**High Rates.** A survey of the rates in more than 20 states shows a strong trend: corporations charge much more than municipalities for both water and wastewater. Private water costs as much as 80 percent more than public water. Private sewer service costs up to twice as much as public service.

**Bad Service.** Many multinational water corporations cut corners to increase profits at the public’s expense. They often use shoddy construction materials, ignore needed maintenance and downsize the workforce, which impairs customer service. Such neglect hastens equipment breakdowns and increases replacement costs, which the public must pay for. In many contracts, private operators can technically comply with their contract terms while effectively shifting upkeep costs to the public.

**Expensive Financing.** Private financing is more expensive than public financing. Even the best-rated corporate bonds are 25 percent costlier than municipal bonds and 2.5 times costlier than State Revolving Fund loans.

**Inefficiency.** Private utilities are not more efficient than public utilities, according to several academic studies. In fact, more studies have found that the public is the more efficient operator.

**Profits and Taxes.** Private utilities usually pay income, property and other taxes, whereas government utilities pay no local or state property taxes. They also typically seek at least a 10 percent profit on their investment. In total, corporate profits, dividends and income taxes add 20 to 30 percent to operation and maintenance costs.

**Cost Inflation.** The profit motive can further drive up costs. That’s because private utilities tie higher earnings to increased costs. They earn a rate of return on investment, so that the more they spend on a system, the more they profit. Perhaps that’s why a study of the construction of 35 wastewater treatment plants found that “choosing the privatization option is more costly than going with the traditional municipally owned and operated facility.”
Contracting Expenses. Contract preparation can easily set a city back $75,000 to $100,000.12 Monitoring a corporation can cost as much as 20 percent of the total contract.13 In total, contract monitoring and administration, conversion costs, charges for extra work and the contractor’s use of public equipment and facilities can add up to 25 percent to the price of a contract.14 Change orders, cost overruns and termination fees also can inflate the cost of private service.

Limited Competition and Consolidation. The water market is “rarely competitive,” and the little competition there is faces “increasing difficulties,” including consolidation, according to one academic study.15 The nation’s massive infrastructure needs may only make this worse as water corporations merge for greater access to capital to finance improvement projects.16 Without competition, the public has no room to negotiate and can get stuck with bad and expensive contracts.

Lost Public Benefits. Municipal operation often has several additional benefits that cities lose when they privatize: revenue from government entrepreneurial sales of services and products, including biosolids and wastewater effluent; intra-government coordination to pool resources and assist other government departments;17 and inter-government coordination to protect water resources, manage watersheds and work for long-term sustainability.

Lack of Accountability. Multinational water corporations are primarily accountable to their stockholders, not to the people they serve. For example, private utilities cherry-pick service areas to avoid low-income neighborhoods where low water use and bill collection problems drive down profits.18

Ways Forward. Instead of allowing irresponsible private control of our water, we need to plan ahead and create a dedicated source of public funding that will help public utilities protect our country’s valuable water resources. A national water trust fund and an infrastructure reinvestment bank can achieve this feat and ensure the safe and sound operation of our water systems, but to get the best deal for consumers and taxpayers, this assistance must go only to public entities and public projects. Public utilities are more responsive, reliable and cost-effective.

With a renewed federal commitment, our nation’s good public operators can keep our water safe, clean and affordable for generations to come.

For more information, see our report, Money Down the Drain: How Private Control of Water Wastes Public Resources.
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